Suppose that t 2 i s a n i n teger, and randomly label t graphs with the integers 1 : : : n . W e give su cient conditions for the number of edges common to all t of the labelings to be asymptotically Poisson as n ! 1 . W e show b y example that our theorem is, in a sense, best possible. For G n a sequence of graphs of bounded degree, each h a ving at most n vertices, Tomescu 7 has shown that the number of spanning trees of K n having k edges in common with G n is asymptotically e ,2s=n 2s=n k =k! n n,2 , where s = sn is the number of edges in G n . A s a n application of our Poisson-intersection theorem, we extend this result to the case in which maximum degree is only restricted to be On log log n= log n. We give an inversion theorem for falling moments, which w e use to prove our Poisson-intersection theorem.
Introduction and Statement of Graphical Results
This paper considers random embeddings of an m-vertex graph G into the complete graph K n where m n. With no loss, assume the vertices of G are f1; 2; : : : m g . The number of injections of an m-set into an n-set is n m , the falling factorial n m = nn , 1 n ,m+ 1 :
By a random embedding of G into K n , w e mean that one of the above injections is chosen from the uniform distribution. Tomescu 7 showed that the number of edges a randomly embedded graph G n has in common with a random spanning tree of K n is asymptotically Poisson when the degree of the graph is bounded. The result had been conjectured in 6 , and proven there for a special case. This can be interpreted in terms of random embeddings of pairs of graphs in K n . Theorem 1, discusses random embeddings of t-tuples of graphs. In Theorem 2, we use this to extend Tomescu's result from graphs of bounded degree to those whose degrees may grow as fast as On log log n= log n. Theorem 1. Let t 2 be an integer. Suppose that for each i, 1 i t, we have a sequence G n i, o f g r aphs, each having at most n vertices and at least one edge. Let s n i and n i be the number of edges and the maximum degree, respectively, for G n i. L et Y n equal the number of edges common to t randomly chosen embeddings of the G n i into K n . , e , n k n = k ! ! 0 for each xed k. 3 Theorem 2. Let G n be a s e quence o f g r aphs, each having at most n vertices. Let s n and n be the number of edges and the maximum degree, respectively, for G n . Let TG n ; n; k be the number of spanning trees of K n having k edges in common with G n . I f n = O n log log n= log n; 4 then TG n ; n; k=n n,2 , e ,2s n =n 2s n =n k = k ! ! 0 for each xed k. 5 To what extent are the constraints on the sequences n needed in Theorems 1 and 2? Some condition is needed in Theorem 2 since TG n ; n; 0 = 0 for the nvertex star; however, we do not know if 4 is best possible. For Theorem 1 we h a v e the following result. Theorem 3. We cannot replace the condition min n ; n !0in Theorem 1 with min n ; n = O 1:
a If G n 1 is an n-cycle and G n 2 is an n-vertex star, then ProbY n = 2 = 1 . The two examples are extreme: in a the ratios n i 2 =s n i di er greatly; in b they are equal.
A Theorem on Convergence to Poisson
The proof of Theorem 1, in the next section, requires an inversion theorem for falling moments. Inverting estimates for moments into estimates for the underlying probability distribution is a classical technique. In 2 this is done when the moment generating function has positive radius of convergence. An inversion theorem more useful in some circumstances is stated in 3, p. 75 : If there is a such that for every k we h a v e E , Y n k ! k , then also we h a v e ProbY n = k ! e , k =k!.
Strictly, the theorem is stated in terms of factorial cumulants see page 50, but is equivalent to what is stated here. No proof or reference is given, but this assertion is a corollary of Theorem 4 below. Similar inversion theorems are found in 1, p. 491 and 5, p. 22 , phrased in inclusion-exclusion terms. Of the above, only 1 does not require that EY n ! . The following theorem is similar to that in 1 , but di ers su ciently that it is inappropriate to refer to that paper for a proof. We separate the proof into three cases, and exhibit four constants N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , and L such that each of the conditions n N 1 and n n N 2 and n L n N 3 and n L implies the desired conclusion appearing on the right side of 9.
When k 1 and 0, we easily have 1 , e , 1 and 0 e , k =k! e , k,1 =k , + n , 2 n =1 + O1 2 n + n , 2 n = n + O 2 n ; whence n = n 2 = n ,1 + O1: The rst term on the right is less than =2 b y our choice of L; hence, choosing N 2 so large that the O1 term is less than =2 for n N 2 completes the second part of the proof.
For the third and nal part of the proof, we use Theorem 5. Choose J suciently large that ,1 j j+k n k! j! = k n k! e , n + E 3 :
By Theorem 5, E 1 is smaller than E , Y n k+J =k! J!, which b y assumption is 1+O1 J+k n =k! J!. By choice of J the latter is less than =3 for n su ciently large. E 2 is bounded in absolute value by O1 P 0j J 1=k! j! O1e=k!, the O1 term being the maximum of the nitely many di erences j , Y n k+j , k+j n j.
For n su ciently large, O1e=k! is smaller than =3. Finally, b y 10, E 3 is smaller in absolute value than k+J n =k! J!, which as noted already is less than =3 for n su ciently large. This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1
Using Theorem 4, we n o w prove Theorem 1. At times we drop subscripts and superscripts and refer to a graph G K n with s edges and maximum degree .
Throughout the proof, we speak of the probability o f v arious events, and evaluate the expected value of some random variables. The underlying probability space for all this is the set of all t-tuples of embeddings of the graphs Gi i n to K n with the uniform distribution.
If ! = ! 1 ; : : : ; ! t is such a n e m bedding, then Y n ! k is the number of ways to choose a sequence e of k distinct edges all of which lie in every embedding. Let p n G n i e; 11 and p n G e is the probability that a random embedding of G in K n contains e. Partition the k-tuples of distinct edges in K n into two classes, I and D, where I contains all k-tuples of independent edges and D contains all other k-tuples the dependent sets. Thus P e in 11 can be partitioned into sums over I and D.
Here is a way to compute p n G e. Imagine G as a subgraph of K n . N o w c hoose edges of K n to be relabeled as e, preserving whatever incidences are required among the ends of the e i by the names of their vertices. The probability that these k chosen edges lie in G is p n G e.
We n o w consider P e2I f n e, using the method in the previous paragraph to estimate p n G e. The edges chosen to be e can be any independent set in K n , of which there are n 2k if the edges are directed and so n 2k =2 k if the edges are not directed. Hence jIj = n 2 k = 2 k and p n G e = 2 k I G; k we m a y restrict our attention to n with n , which w e do from now on. By hypothesis min n ; n !0, and so n ! 0 a s n ! 1 through A B .
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We detour brie y to prove a bound on the growth of the 's that is needed later: For each i, it follows from 16 that IG n i; k s n i k for each xed k. Hence f n e 2=n 2 k when e 2 I . Since jIj = n 2 k = 2 k n 2 k = 2 k , it follows from 11 and 12 that Fix a spanning forest F of H. The edges of e are relabeled in the following order:
1. One edge in each tree in the spanning forest. The probability that each such edge lies in G, conditioned on edges already relabeled is bounded above b y 2 s=n , 2k 2 .
2. Additional edges that grow each tree in the spanning forest in a connected fashion. The probability that each such edge lies in G, conditioned on edges already relabeled is bounded above b y = n , 2 k . To see this, note that one vertex on each such edge has already been embedded. 
Proof of Theorem 2
Apply Theorem 1 with t = 2 , G n 1 = G n , and G n 2 = T n , a spanning tree of K n . In the next paragraph we show that, if k log log n= log n ! 1 , then almost all spanning trees of K n have k . T h us n ! 0 for almost all spanning trees T n provided 2 n log n= log log n 2 ns n = o1: Averaging Theorem 1 over almost all T n , eliminating those of high degree, proves Theorem 2.
The maximum degree bound follows from 4 , but we include a simple proof here for completeness. Consider the Pr ufer sequence for a tree. If the maximum degree is k, n o n umber appears more than k times. An upper bound on sequences with at least t = k + 1 appearances of some number is obtained by c hoosing i a number from f1; : : : ; n gto appear at least t times, ii t locations for it in the Pr ufer sequence, and iii the remaining n , t , 2 sequence elements. Hence we h a v e the upper bound n n , 2 t n n,t,2 n n , 2 n=t! n n , 2 n=k!:
Since there are n n,2 trees, the maximum degree is almost surely less than k if n=k! = O 1. The claim in the previous paragraph follows from Stirling's formula.
Proof of Theorem 3.
For part a, suppose that the star has been embedded in K n and let v be the vertex that is connected to the other n,1 v ertices. When the n-cycle is embedded, one vertex will map to v. The two edges of the cycle that contain v as an end point also lie in the star and no other edges do.
Part b involves somewhat more calculation. Suppose the rst caterpillar, G n 1, has been embedded and let V = fv 1 ; : : : ; v b gbe the vertices of degree b.
There are two sources of common edges: First, when the second caterpillar has vertices of degree b in V. Second, when vertices of degree 1 in G n 2 lie in V. I n our computations, we will ignore some dependencies that become insigni cant a s n ! 1 . Hence the generating function for the number of such v ertices in common is the composition of two P oisson distributions of mean 1. We n o w consider the second case. Since nearly all vertices have degree 1, the number of degree 1 vertices of G n 2 that lie in V is asymptotic to jVj = b. F or each such v ertex v, the probability that its edge in G n 2 is also in G n 1 is asymptotic to b=n since v has degree b in G n 1. Hence the number of such common edges is asymptotically Poisson with mean b b=n 1.
Combining the results of the two previous paragraphs, we obtain Theorem 3b.
